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              In the Year 2889

              
 by   Jules Verne 
What will happen in the year 2889. This is a visionary work of Jules Verne written in a time where there were no technological advancements realized.

But it is interesting to accept the fact that many of the technological advancements written in this book are a reality today.

Technologies like video conferencing, Air travel and many other are..
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              From the Earth to the Moon

              
 by   Jules Verne 
From the Earth to the Moon is a science fiction novel written by Jules Verne, a French writer remembered for his science fiction novels such as Around the World in Eighty Days, Journey to the Center of the Earth and Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea.

This novel narrates the story of valiant and successful attempt of a science club to shoot a..
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              Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Seas

              
 by   Jules Verne 
Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Seas is a science fantasy fiction novel written by Verne, a French novelist whose numerous science fiction novels such as Around the World in Eighty Days, and  Journey to the Center of the Earth has created greater influence worldwide.

A Sea monster is spotted by many captains and United States assigns the ..
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              A Journey to the Centre of the Earth

              
 by   Jules Verne 
A Journey to the Centre of the Earth is a science fiction fantasy novel written by the French author Jules Verne, who is remembered for his mastery over science fiction writings such as Around the World in  Eighty Days, In the Year 2889, and From the Earth to the Moon.

This novel is an adventurous exploration of traveling into the center of..
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              The Mysterious Island

              
 by   Jules Verne 
The Mysterious Island is a science fiction novel written by the French novelist Jules Verne, and the story has secondary characters from his earlier pirate fiction works of Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea and In Search of the Castaways.

During the civil war five union soldiers who were captives in the rebellion prison escapes by hijacking ..
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              Five Weeks in a Balloon

              
 by   Jules Verne 
Jules Verne's adventure novel Five Weeks in a Balloon narrates the voyage of three men in a hydrogen baloon. Perhaps through this novel Verne mastered the art of writing precise details on the scientific and geographic information in a fiction novel. The trio comprising a  scholar, his servant and a friend starts flying and encounters various ..
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              In Search of the Castaways

              
 by   Jules Verne 
In Search of the Castaways is a marine fiction novel by Jules Verne. Captain Grant of Brittania is missing after the shipwreck.  His children with support from Lord and Lady Glenarvan start their mission to search him in Duncan.  After encountering with Traitor and part of Brittania Crew member Ayrton, the search team gets into to trouble..
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              An Antarctic Mystery

              
 by   Jules Verne 
Jules Verne's another nautical fiction An Antarctic Mystery narrates the search for disappeared ship and the mystery behind it.  Halbrane's captain Len Guy is on his mission to search Jane and its captain William Guy, his brother. Jeorling, a wildlife expediter and sailor Hunt on bords Halborne to become part of search crew. Evidences reveal t..
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